
       

 

 

          Number 91, April 2018 

In this Doeve(n)dalia we expose our energy consumption (p.9-10),  
show the cat developments in Droef (p.6-7) and bring you in  
picture the community feeling the last greenday  
and droefcareday in style.  
We interviewed random houses about their house life (p.3)  
and our dear neighbours in the trailer camp (p.4).  
 
Reading this Droevendalia will blow your straw houses over like a wolf, especially the houses who still have their old 
energy- consuming internet adapters on (p8). Time for self-reflection! Also, we bring you one of the oldest 
Droevendalia from the archive, translated in English (p.1). From page p.11 you find general information about trash and 
the services and a calendar of the commenbarack and seeding, give it a nice place in your house. 
 
Are you thinking “why didn’t I write an article?” There is still the next Droeve(n)dalia which is still some white paper. 
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Going back to year      zoeff͠f!!?? 
 
This are translated articles written by Bart Willems from Barrack ‘de springvorm’ 45, find the 
whole old Droeve(n)dalia, in Dutch the back of this Droevendalia. 
 
New constructions on Droevendaal??!! 
This Idyllic picture with a less pleasant subtitle, see picture cover page, was published in the WaHoBla. 
as the it was popularly called; Wageningse Hogeschool Blad (WB) predecessor of the Resource. It 
alarmed especially our passionate gardeners. There are many other options that are also possible, 
besides the buildings in our gardens, although the placement of the picture was good to fuel opinion. It is 
clear that the SSH. old name for Idealis. Is again much too late with the appropriate facilities for the 
starting Bachelor students of August. Since Idealis can make  more weird jumps then a cat against the 
wall/corner. dutch expression+combined joke, desperate needs lead to desperate deeds. Therefor it is 
important that we occupants of Droevendaal look how to react to this suggestion of new facilities. It 
would not be good when our interests would be in conflict with this first year Bachelor students. 
 

We moles of Droef  
are against more students  
on our terrain 

 
 
Cleaning 
On the last Droef meeting the realisation came that there are quite a few conflicts with the caretaker 
regarding the cleaning. After some unannounced visits after the exam-period, I went and talked with 
v.Dorland about the sometimes heightened emotions at the checkings. I requested from him that 
feedback about the cleaning should go by writing(as it goes at the -star- flats). This to avoid annoyance 
on his authority. v.Dorland said, he had no time for that, since he had to visit the two other complexes as 
well. But that he would try to improve the situation. Next to that he told me that the way of checking 
(tuesday and friday afternoons, it has to be clean) was agreed by the -droef- board. He expressed he 
could not handle the made up    gammon and spinach when there was not cleaned. 
Just tell him or put a note in his postbox has his preference. 
 
 
 
* This articles article was cherry picked      Excuses 
from one of the first droevendalia’s   Pooh... the vacume cleaner    Where can I 
      became sick           lay my eggs 
in our archive.  
 
Nowadays we are pleased  
with the good relation we have with  
the caretaker Eugene.  
 
Since Luc is in Droef there is an  
amazing record of every Droevendalia.  
This is one of the droevendalia’s of his  
and Droef’s archive before the period  
of Luc.  
 
Johannes started last Droef care day scanning these, all the honour goes to him for his patiens at the 
scanner side.  
The first Droeve(n)dalia’s did not have a number and exist of a fun copy page comedy style like 
characters with explainers and Droefmeeting minutes. 
 
These articles were freely translated and interpreted by Eli 
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 This price for the best of cook was found at the Droefcare day!  
 It is ancient and from gold. But also, dusty… 
 
 The question now… 
 
 who is the best cook now? 
 
 
This summer we will organize 
a big dinner in the main street. 
With the longest table of Droef!  
who wants to help organizing this? 
knock on the door of 65.  
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House interviews  
by Mar & Maron (105)  
 
 
 
Krüke Skür (45)  
Minke: “We give the house points when we 
do something all together, with ten points we 
do a fun activity.”  
 
1.1 How does your house organize cleaning?  
We separate North and South hall, where there is a list on 
the toilet door with three tasks: shower, hall, toilet. You just 
write what, when and who did it. The rest of the tasks are 
on a list in the living room, where you also write who, when 
and what you do. It is organized quite randomly, when we 
see that e.g. the fridge hasn’t been cleaned in a long time, 
it will have priority. 
 
1.2 How does your house organize dinner/common 
food? 
Everyone spends 22 euro’s a week, and we share all the 
food. There are several ways to spend your money: Either 
you put it cash in the house wallet, you deposit it in the 
house account or you buy food from it. And then you 
“check” your name. 
 
We also participate with the VOKO (paid from the common 
house account) and we have a veggie bag and milk and 
yoghurt from the Veld & Beek farm.   
 
2. What are the greatest challenges of your system? 
Saturdays we go to the market to buy all the veggies/fruit, 
however if no one has time to go, it’s hard to get enough 
food for the whole week. 
 
 3. Does your house have innovative, special or great 
systems you’d like to share?  
Yes, whenever we have an activity with all the house 
members we give the house a “house point” in this way we 
can celebrate being together and most importantly: with ten 
point we organize to do something nice together.  
 
4. Lastly, what is number one on your grocery list?  
Peanut butter and muesli.  
 
Paradijs (33) 
Mara & Niels: “It doesn’t work!”  
 
1.1 How does your house organize cleaning?  
For the common space we rotate every week two people 
for the cleaning. For the two sides of the house we 
randomly clean when its dirty.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
1.2 How does your house organize dinner/common 
food? 
We share the costs for breakfast & lunch. Since we only 
eat together two times a week, we pay dinner separately.  
 
2. What are the greatest challenges of your system? 
People usually don’t show much initiative in terms of 
cooking and cleaning. We have tried to teach people how 
to clean, but it doesn’t work ☺. 
 
 3. Does your house have innovative, special or great 
systems you’d like to share?  
We like to work in the garden and this is also a common 
activity in the house.  
 
We don’t really have special initiatives, but we have a 
question to all houses: How can we get rid of a huge rat in 
the shed? ☺   
 
4. Lastly, what is number one on your grocery list?  
Cheese and hagelslag, this is often eaten out of the hand. 
Mara: “some boys even drink it.” 
 
The Hidden Barrack (81) Robin & Stijn: “It 
works, but don’t ask how”  
 
1.1 How does your house organize cleaning?  
Per side of the house we have a list in the toilet where you 
write your name + the thing that you cleaned. The common 
space gets cleaned every day by the people who didn’t 
cook that day. We put on some motivating music and the 
rest happens naturally!  
 
1.2 How does your house organize dinner/common 
food? 
In the kitchen we have a list where you check if you join in 
for breakfast, lunch, dinner or if you bring people for dinner. 
On this list you also check if you plan on cooking. On 
another list you write the amount of money you spend on 
the dinner. At the end of the month we calculate what a 
person spend and we split this between the housemates. 
Its more or less 4 euro that is spend per person on a day. 
 
2. What are the greatest challenges of your system? 
Sometimes you forget to write down your expenses, and 
the system de-balances a bit when there are sub renters. 
But in general it works good and is based on trust. 
 
 3. Does your house have innovative, special or great 
systems you’d like to share?  
We have post boxes in the living room where we separate 
our mail per person. Small objects that are lying around the 
house are also put in the mail box of the belonging person.  
 
4. Lastly, what is number one on your grocery list?  
Humus,. We always have 2 or 3 packs of humus in the 
fridge. Often we make our own humus! 
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For a coffee at the neighbours’, by Eli (65) 
 
Droevendaal’s only other neighbours live next us in the trailer park. And though our neighbourhood and houses 
look quite different we share a cultural aspect that we both love the outdoors and like to go our own way, in which 
we respect others. This is what is most important for me on Droef. Since my house is next to the trailer park I was 
curious and went for a coffee at the neighbours to talk to IJda: 
 
Do you find yourself in this description about the shared values? And are their other important values for 
you? 
Yes I think we do have that in common as neighbours, living outside and the freedom comes back a lot of my Sinti 
culture. Next to that we of course have family on number one and we are quite on our privacy. 
 
The occupants who live in the neighbourhood of the trailer park, or better our neighbours, are a mix of people who 
use to travel the land, the old style of backpackers of societies (travellers). Sometimes they are called Sinti and 
Roma because that describes partly their origin. Their exist big differences between the travellers and between the 
cultures all over Europe. That is why it is important not to generalize here. If your interested more about their 
culture just pass by and make a talk or check out the references. 

What does it mean for you to be a Sinti? How do you learn your kids the Sinti culture?  
That is again for me how we live: to be outside; the family and the freedom. That’s the life my parents learnt me. 
We live as a big family together. We keep track of our elders ourselves, they live in the house next to us.  
It’s a shame I never learned how to speak the Romanes language fluently. But my brother and sister do know how 
to speak it perfectly. 
We have a separate man and women subjects in conversations; So girls talk about girl stuff and men talk, men talk. 
Culturally, we do not mix this talks. This idea I learn my kids, so when they are older they can understand.  
 
I can imagine this sounds different and this needs some more cultural context to understand it. Though you can 
imagine how difficult this can be, say when they are in the pee and poop age. 
 

We call you sometimes Kampers/Campers, I have the feeling this is actually not that nice, is that right? 
I do understand it, but I personally don't like the word. We are trailer park occupants (or in Dutch woonwagenkamp 
bewoners), or just the neighbours. 
 
The word also refers to, as may not know, to the mostly closed (internment-) camps after the genocide on the 
travellers and Jews in World war II in the Netherlands and other places in Europe, were they tried to bind the 
travellers to a place and certain schooling of society in the Netherlands. This “experiment” stopped in the 
Netherlands. 
 

The Droevendaalsesteeg what does this place mean to you? What is the difference between now and the 
past? 
I come here since I was kid, we always played on Droevendaal and around. Their use to be so much space, 
possibilities and freedom. You had the university coming closer and Droevendaal which changed a lot, it looks from 
the outside that there is less rules now. The neighbourhood is less shared as it’s used to be, that’s a pity especially 
for the kids. Because I remember how I use to play in Droevendaal as well. 
 
It is so nice I can still have most of my family around me here. My mother asked on time permission to build the 
house, I was so lucky.  
 
There are a lot of municipalities which tring to restrict and close trailer parks, this is seen as a danger to the traveler 
cultures by many experts 
 

How do you look to us? 
I see you as hardworking students ;-) 
 
There are also many resources online about traveller culture www.hetwiel.info in Dutch about the trailercamp 
culture in the Netherlands. There was even once a student movie made https://vimeo.com/77092276 about Droef 
and  as neighbours, it stars IJda’s father. In English I only found this article: http://www.errc.org/article/few-and-
neglected-roma-and-sinti-in-the-netherlands/2540 
 

http://www.hetwiel.info/
https://vimeo.com/77092276
http://www.errc.org/article/few-and-neglected-roma-and-sinti-in-the-netherlands/2540
http://www.errc.org/article/few-and-neglected-roma-and-sinti-in-the-netherlands/2540
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Cats? Cats! 

By Luc the mayor 
 
During the summer of 2017, three students of Wageningen University (two of them living in Droevendaal) 
conducted a study about the role of cats in our community. As seems standard in this era of post-truth and 
fake news, the Droevendalia editors have done some unscrupulous emotion- and prejudice driven cherry 
picking from the final report, and added tabloid style bold. For the scientifically sound and extended source 
material (76 pages), please contact the authors (Sarunas, Eliot and Guilherme). 

The general foci of sociological research has been predominantly centered on human actors. However, recent 
expansions within the discipline have opened the door to study the complex patterns of relationships between 
humans and their non-human companions. (...) Sociological inquiry into such subjects within Droevendaal may 
shed light on such interactions and their effects on the community. Considering that having animals in the house 
creates a multi-species household, the choice to acquire a feline has to be rational. Constantly changing tenants, 
currently living under a shared roof, might not have been part of the decision making process when it came to 
adopting a cat. This might result in the need of such new people to adopt specific attitudes towards their shared 
household member and specifically the cats. Ultimately, to understand the effect of cats on households in 
Droevendaal a simple literature review is not enough: it requires an empirical and ethnographic approach, which is 
what the writers of this research have done.  

General research question: 
Do cats have an effect on social interactions amongst the inhabitants of Droevendaal? 
Some results 

• The 6 houses that don’t have cats opted for it 
because of inhabitants allergies, previous 
negative experiences with cats, high costs 
and heavy responsibilities to have cats, and 
fear that cats can create conflict between 
housemates; 

• 32% of cat names start with the letter “P”; 
• Cats proved to be an interesting entry point 

to subtly study the political nature of 
Droevendaal households; 

• In order to understand the complex 
interaction between cat owners and their 
pets, it is important to consider the position of 
cats in time, the nature of meaning making 
and the role of ownership; 

• The community has changed in the last 
decades; 

• While the community is international, there 
are Asian and African nationals missing, 
making it rather Latin and European; 

• Having short time on their hands, basically 
going from class to class, internship to thesis 
to leaving the community gives people less 
time to participate in attending to gardens; 

• Droevendaal is now more of a place for 
enjoying your short studies, rather than 
investing time into the community;  

• Shorter stays in the community might lead to 
people feel less attached to their houses, and 
per se have less of a need to really settle, 
which for some people might mean to own a 
cat. We assume from this that knowing that a 
student is leaving soon the chance of taking 
responsibility of a feline drops drastically. 
 
 
 

• Opting for not owning a cat might also be 
influenced by the fact that, having a cat adds 
toward a feeling of home. Given that, for 
many inhabitants, Droevendaal is a temporary 
stop, they don’t want to or don’t have enough 
time to develop this feeling of home; 

• To include cat doors in the house was a 
request made by students, since there were 
so many cats living amongst them 

• Most of the time, interviewees said that their 
cats were lazy, sleep all the time and enjoy 
to be cuddled, which in a sense is exactly 
what cats are like. The traits of sleepiness and 
affection are almost inherent in cats; it was 
interesting to see this repeated as it is almost 
a given. 

• There were many comments regarding the 
food and associated expenses with it. 

• Six households spoke of cats breaking into 
other houses to steal food. 

• Conflict was rife; many respondents took the 
opportunity to relieve stress regarding 
housemates. 

• Strange attitudes toward both cat 
ownership and the free will of that cat - 
furthermore different perspectives and 
clashes in contradictory feelings. the 
language used by many respondents 
was unclear whether they considered 
themselves the owner of the cat or 
visa-versa 

• As expected there were strong ideologies 
around diet, mostly vegetarian - very often 
and always only one vegan per house 
causes all the others to shift their eating 
habits. Amazing how strong that condition 
can be - living in-common.
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Cats? Cats! continued 

 

 

 

 

Names of cats in Droevendaal; kali = Kali, Ramsis = 
Ramses 
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Cats? Cats! continued 
 

 

(Cherry picking from) Discussion and conclusion 

During the conversations, interviewees touched several aspects of their own perception and interaction with their 
house cat: how close they are to their cats, how much do cats influence the house’s atmosphere, what are the 
ups and downs of living with a cat. Furthermore, they brought into the conversations characteristics of their cat-
influenced behaviors that, according to them, were common among Droevendaal’s households with cats (e.g. “but 
that’s how it goes in Droevendaal”, “in Droevendaal it is common to see…” and the like). The idea of having similar 
habits, narratives and interactions with cats among inhabitants made us suppose the existence of a cat ownership 
culture in Droevendaal. 

One may go as far to say that the cat has superior agency to the humans and, concurrently, the humans need the 
cats more than the cats need them (...) we even often heard of people promising to try to love the cat more when 
entering the house (...) inhabitants will speak freely of their cats in an extremely negative manner.  This can be 
perceived as a form of disavowal, a relief of in house tensions between housemates, as you could never speak 
of each other this way in accordance with the Droevendaal ethic. From this, it is safe to assume, that even within 
this hippie community, there is a strong hierarchy. However, what makes this case truly interesting is that which is 
at the bottom, in most cases the cat, is also the greatest topic of discussion and care. 

The cat presence is seen as apolitical, almost omnipotent and strictly respected. It is a shared dignity that reaffirms 
the community, as many respondents have mentioned “that is Droevendaal”. One ex-housemate, having not returned 
for 8 years and knowing none of the current inhabitants immediately asked “hows Pukey doing?”  The cat is a means 
for creating a Real, rather than a Virtual connection, as addressed in the introduction, between community 
members transcending time and space.  In this respect, while one may conclude that our study is not generalizable 
or applicable to other places, the human-cat symbiosis is essential to the unique brand of in-commonality 
found in Droevendaal. 

While the research question could not be answered in its entirety, the study revealed several characteristics of the 
cat culture within the Droevendaal community.  This led us towards a better understanding of the complex 
interaction between inhabitants, cats and the community as a whole. 

 
  Ramses, cat from 65  
(a little bit overweight)    Meow, purr, purr..... 
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Routers 
Until a few years ago, WUR provided Droevendaal with fast Internet. For that reason, every barrack was equipped 
with a network router that connected the university glassfiber network with the Internet outlets in our rooms. For 
management & political reasons, WUR stopped with this service; that's why we now have ADSL (mainly by 
provider XS4ALL). However, that network router was (and is) still in our barracks, at the attic we cannot access – 
between rooms 4, 5 and 6, where also the warm water system is located. And, interestingly, after cancelling 
Internet, neither WUR nor Idealis thought about disconnecting them from the powergrid. When we found out, we 
disconnected them all (in cooperation with caretaker Eugene), but let's calculate how much energy was wasted: 

10 [Watt continuously/barrack]  
/ 1000 [Watt/kilo Watt]  

x 24 [hours/day]  
x 365 [days/year]  

x 1.5 [years of the situation]  
x 33 [barracks/Droevendaal]  

= 4336.2 [kiloWatt hours]  
for the whole of Droevendaal, for the whole of that period 

You can calculate those kiloWatt hours [kWh] into money (around € 500 for the whole of Droevendaal) , CO2 
production (depends on your assumptions), in kg coal that had to be burned, or whatsoever, but: it's a substantial 
amount of energy. And it's a good thing that the routers are switched off now.  

Pieter (35) and Luc (37), summer 2017 

Ps: compared to our total energy consumption, especially for heating, cooking and taking hot showers, the above 
mentioned amount of energy is still very modest. If you want to compensate for the failure of WUR and Idealis 
(and help saving the planet), just – for example – make your shower sessions a few % shorter! 

 
An example of stand-by electricity consumption: an unused network router 
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Gas, water and electricity use 2017 
From Idealis brought to you by Luc 
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31 1759 22 200 15 3493 66 29.1 

33 1606 20 223 17 3416 65 28.5 

35 1551 20 226 17 3581 68 29.8 

37 914 12 111 8 2557 49 21.3 

39 1323 17 164 12 3349 64 27.9 

41 1205 15 246 19 4458 85 37.2 

43 2360 30 288 22 4045 77 33.7 

45 1235 16 174 13 2897 55 24.1 

47 1845 23 311 24 3831 73 31.9 

49 1463 19 211 16 2867 55 23.9 

51 1665 21 197 15 4136 79 34.5 

53 2072 26 298 23 4349 83 36.2 

55 1065 14 206 16 3508 67 29.2 

57 1657 21 225 17 4478 85 37.3 

59 1484 19 198 15 4221 80 35.2 

61 1289 16 229 17 4111 78 34.3 

65 1688 21 192 15 3340 64 27.8 

67 1576 20 223 17 5526 105 46.1 

69 1740 22 169 13 2770 53 23.1 

71 1767 22 154 12 4246 81 35.4 

79 1323 17 181 14 2865 55 23.9 

81 1453 18 199 15 3204 61 26.7 

87 1695 21 240 18 3773 72 31.4 

89 2073 26 298 23 3929 75 32.7 

91 1375 17 218 17 2918 56 24.3 

93 1819 23 237 18 4179 80 34.8 

95 1722 22 203 15 3705 70 30.9 

97 1988 25 266 20 4415 84 36.8 

99 1643 21 273 21 4088 78 34.1 

101 1792 23 164 12 3546 67 29.6 

103 1528 19 205 16 4951 94 41.3 

105 1746 22 249 19 3736 71 31.1 

107 1575 20 304 23 3388 64 28.2 

CB 754 
 

40 
 

7399 
 

61.7 

PhD 2351  138  2780  23.2 
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Gas, water and electricity use 2017 continued 
By Luc the mayor 

It is always interesting to see our usage of resources, as summarized by the table. Note that the PhD barrack is a small 
household in its own, not comparable with the rest of Droevendaal. The Common Barrack (CB) includes the street lights. In the 
final calculation by Idealis, the usage the CM will be divided over all houses. 

Gas is largely used for heating the house, for cooking and for preparing hot water. Often, focus is on saving electricity, but both 
financially and in terms of environment, gas is by far the most influential. In the third column, we calculated how long every 
person can take a hot shower if all gas would be used for that purpose only. Note that every house has a hot water solar panel, 
so our actual need for heat is a bit more than expressed in gas cubic meters. We don’t know how much heat the panel actually 
delivers.  

Water is used for drinking, laundry, irrigation and flushing the toilets – we calculated how often every individual can flush a toilet, 
daily, with the 2017 use. Note that some houses still have a functioning grey water system; this water saving also has never 
been measured. By the way, all grey water systems will be replaced with a hand pump for irrigation during this year. 

Electricity is used for a lot of purposes, such as light, powering the fridges, heating the water in the laundry machine, some 
cooking, growing specific indoor herbs etc etc. Note that the CB has actually the roof covered with electricity producing solar 
cells; we don’t know (yet) how much they yield, and if this number is already calculated into the 7399 kWh usage or not. The 
electricity we use is very green (Dutch wind turbines); additionally, Idealis plans to put electricity generating solar cells on our 
roofs this summer. 

Unlike big student buidings such as Asserpark, Hoevestein and Bornsesteeg, we on Droevendaal pay on corridor level what we 
actually use (and not for the skyscraper as a whole). This means that in July, Idealis will use these gas, water and electricity 
consumption figures to calculate how much money we will get back or have to pay extra over 2017. The future rent will also be 
related to the consumption – that is why the rent is different for every house. Living in the least consuming house, instead of the 
most consuming, will save you over € 30 per person per month. 

We thank Idealis for delivering the raw numbers   

Ps: for the calculations, we used the following assumptions ( and please correct us if we are wrong): 

• Every house, except the PhD barrack, has 6 inhabitants  
• One minute of warm showering takes 0.036 m3 , which would mean that one hour showering costs about €2. 

https://radar.avrotros.nl/forum/viewtopic.php?f=51&t=139071 
• One toilet flush uses 6 liters   
• In The Netherlands, 1 m2 of photovoltaic solar panels yields yearly 120 kWh electricity 

https://www.energieleveranciers.nl/zonnepanelen/opbrengst-zonnepanelen 

 

https://www.energieleveranciers.nl/zonnepanelen/opbrengst-zonnepanelen
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General Information/prevention 

Beware for the WOLF 
 

A wolf has been spotted around Wageningen and Bennekom this April.  

He/she might be very hungry.  

This picture is to train your chicken for when the wolf comes.  

Cut out this picture and put it on as a mask and then  

run after your chicken… That’ll teach them! 
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Running services at Droevendaal (April 2018) 
• Bushcutter: 45. Costs: 2.50 
• Chainsaw : Stefan, 55 
• Cleaning team : Eli et al. (65) 
• Droef Waste Disposal Pass: Isabella, 57 
• Blue waggon: Luc, 37. The waggon is at the shed between 71 and the CB, at the side facing 

the mailboxes; use your own key to access. Please put it back after use, and report flat 
tires etc. 

• Common barrack , long ladders, stage: the Common Barrack team. Keys can be picked 
up at Barrack 69 or Barrack 55, for the space itself only after a reservation 
at droevendaal.nl > Common Barrack agenda . You can make a reservation if you are 
using a Droevendaal internet connection. 

• Droef books and clothes 2nd hand shop: in the common bicycle shed; you can enter with 
your own key. Only books and clothes, please don't dump anything else! Several people 
are taking care. 

• DroefProjector: Can be borrowed from 45, if you leave a deposit. 
• Facebook "Droevendaal Inhabitants": You can only be member if you are actually living 

on Droevendaal 
• Fair-trade chocolade, wine etc : Barrack 35, between 10 and 10 if somebody at home 
• Common Grassmowers : Barrack 103. 
• Greengroup : Stefan, 55, Djoerd, 65 and Sophie, 81 
• Key for motorcycle shed : Long term: caretaker. Short term: 103 
• Partylights. Ask Pieter (35), or 41. 
• Tenants' representation, safety issues, DroefMail: Luc, 37 (mayor@droevendaal.nl) 
• Droevendalia: droevendalia@droevendaal.nl 
• Tricycle/bakfiets: can be rented at 45. 
• Voko (cooperative organic food ordering): droefvoko@gmail.com 
• Welcome packages for new Droevendalers (fixed rooms): Luc, 37 
• Package receiving service: see http://www.wageningencampus.nl/en/show/New-sevice-

Bringme-at-Wageningen-Campus.htm  

Important contacts 
• Repair requests: Caretaker Eugène van Meteren, droevendaal@idealis.nl, 06-53 64 36 00.  

Repairs can also be requested via the website of Idealis (in the login part, 
see https://idealis.nl/ ) 

• Emergency repairs outside office hours: (0317) 41 36 43; Veolia 
• Problems with the Internet Connection: almost all houses: 020 398 76 66; XS4ALL 
• Not-emergency police: 0900-8844; all emergencies: 112 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.droevendaal.nl/?i=45
mailto:mayor@droevendaal.nl
mailto:droevendalia@droevendaal.nl
mailto:droefvoko@gmail.com
http://www.wageningencampus.nl/en/show/New-sevice-Bringme-at-Wageningen-Campus.htm
http://www.wageningencampus.nl/en/show/New-sevice-Bringme-at-Wageningen-Campus.htm
mailto:droevendaal@idealis.nl
https://idealis.nl/
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Save the world trow well! 
Our trash place gets trashed up every week. Other Idealis complexes are paying their rent for this but in Droef we are saving 
this money because we take care of this ourselves. The garbagegroup is to activate us to do this better. 

That is why we will pass by and ask you sometimes to help. 

  

What can you do? 

- Help with cleaning up, cleaning stuff is in the the shed next to the common barrack 
- If you see someone playing with the trash or trashing up Droef, please remind them them to put it nicely back in the bin 

afterwards and report if they do not 
- And of course collect well, here the rules times and places 
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The plastic trash (blue/orange bin) 
The blue/orange bin is for plastic that can be recycled. See the overview below what can and 
what can not go in there. Please note that waste for this bin has to go in see-through bags! You 
can use the special bags that are given for free at the municipality (and are sometimes 
distributed over Droevendaal), but this is not compulsory. Any see-through bag will do.  
 

Address municipality: Markt 22, Wageningen 

Opening hours municipality:  
Monday - Thursday 8.30-16.00 hrs. Friday 8.30-19.00 hrs 

 

The general trash (metal bins) 
If general trash is small, please place it in the bins. For big trash, there are special pick-up dates. Please place big trash next to 
the orange bin, but only shortly before the pick-up dates! You can find the dates below.  

The paper & cardboard (metal bins) 
Clean paper & cardboard will be recycled if placed in the metal bins that say ‘Papier’ on the lid. Please flatten boxes before you 
throw them in so they don’t get full too quickly. 

The green waste (green bin) 
Any organic waste (from fruit, vegetables or your garden) can be thrown in the green bin. Please make sure that there is really 
only organic waste. Of put your organic waste on your compost pile of course! 

Bulky waste  
Bulky waste includes large quantities of waste, furniture, construction waste, metals and consumer goods such as refrigerators 
and televisions. This waste will be picked up from Droevendaal on special dates. Please place big trash next to the orange bin, 
but only shortly before the pick-up dates!  

The pick-up dates in 2018 are: 

 

7 March  -  4 April  -  2 May  -  30 May  -  27 June  -  25 July -  22 August  -  19 September -  17 
October   -  14 November  -  12 December 

 

You can also bring big waste of any kind to the municipal waste collection station. You need to bring a ‘waste pass’. This pass 
can be picked up from Isabella, at 57. 
Address waste collection station: Nudepark 77, Wageningen 

Opening hours: Monday to Friday: 07:30 - 16:00 hrs. Saturday: 10:00 - 16:00 hrs 
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Chemical waste and small electrical equipment 
Chemical waste can be brought to the Milieubus (chemical waste 
collection bus). It’s big, yellow, you can’t miss it ;)  

 

Presence Milieubus: 
Walstraat, Wageningen (near the market).  

Every Wednesday, 10:00 - 12:30 hrs.  

 

Bart van Elstplantsoen, Bennekom (the central street).  

Every Friday, 09:00 -12:00 hrs. 

 

The Milieubus also collects small electrical appliances, deep-
frying oil and batteries. Battery boxes can be found in Forum, in 
supermarkets and other shops as well. 

 

For small electrical equipment (e.g. kitchen machines) there is also a box in the hardware store of Bennekom called ‘Formido’. 

Address Formido: Kerkhoflaan 17 
Opening hours Formido: Monday - Saturday 09:00 - 18:00 hrs, Friday 09:00 - 20:00 hr. 

Textile 
For textile and shoes (also if they are not usable anymore) there are special bins around town. These bins are managed by 
voluntary services that work with people who need to reintegrate into society. Money they make is used for charity. You can find 
these boxes for example at: 

 

Bennekom - Kerkhoflaan (on the parking lot of the ‘Plus’ supermarkt) 
Wageningen-Hoog - at the crossing of the Hollandseweg and the Zoomweg 

Wageningen - Waste collection station, Nudepark 77. 
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I have things that are still good, but I don’t want them anymore… 

Books and clothes can be put in the Give-away shop on Droevendaal (Bike shed between 33 and 35). You can enter it with your 
own key. But please, keep it tidy and don’t put anything else in there. 

 

All other things can be brought to Emmaus (the second-hand store in the centre of Wageningen). Big things they come to collect 
it. Call: 0317-422140 

Address Emmaus: Herenstraat 9, Wageningen 
Opening hours:  

To bring stuff: Thursday - Saturday 9.00 - 12:00 & 13:00 - 17:00 hrs 

To buy stuff: Wednesday 10:00 - 14:00 hrs & Saturday 12:00 - 16:00 hrs 
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General Information 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activities The AB is free to use for open activities organised by people of Droef. For closed activities, or activities organised by 
organisations outside of Droevendaal, there is a rent of EUR10. For more information, pass by one of the members of the common barrack 
committee (ABC) or mail to algemenebarak@droevendaal.nl. At the AB Agenda you can check availability and all the current activities. Be 
aware that you will have to sign a contract and pay a deposit of EUR50 before actual use. Activities can not be loud after 10pm, because of 
sleeping students and childeren. 

Restrictions To give you an idea of what activities are allowed, here are some short rules. Unfortunately we are not allowed to organise 
parties in the AB. Sound levels should also be kept in check, since the common barrack is close to several houses of both Droevendaal and our 
neighbours. Furthermore, the AB cannot be used as a place to sleep during the night. Additionally, commercial activities are not allowed in the 
CB. Asking for a small fee for covering the material costs of an activity is OK. However, it is not allowed to ask for fees that cover the expenses 
of a commercial third party, such as for example a professional trainer or speaker. Events involving a commercial third party are allowed on 
donation base only. 

If you have any extraordinary plans, please discuss it with algemenebarak@droevendaal.nl. Common barrack committee (ABC) ABC at this 
moment (December 2017): Robin (81), Yanina (89) and Jose(91) 

 

mailto:algemenebarak@droevendaal.nl
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